
In recent demonstrations, participants have been “kettled” 
before they could even start their public march. Left only to 
the discretion of the police, these regulations are weapons 
against democracy. They allow the economic and political 
elite to enact austerity reforms uncontested, while shutting 
down any unwanted popular protest such as the spring 
2012 student strike.
 
P-6, what is it exactly?
Anyone caught in a demonstration whose directions have 
not been revealed to the Police or wearing a mask can 
receive, after likely spending long hours detained, a fine of 
$637 or more.

C-309, what is it exactly?
This law condemns anyone wearing a mask, in a 
demonstration that has been declared illegal, to up to five 
years in prison and 10 years in the case of a riot. The power 
to decide when an event becomes illegal or when it is a riot 
lies at the sole discretion of the police.

These measures deny those in the most precarious states, 
the poor, international students, and those targeted 
already by the police the ability to participate in public 
demonstrations where the people, when a policy decision 
hinders the common good, can make themselves heard. The 
spontaneity of a demonstration, which helps to build social 
movements and strengthens solidarity and established 
democratic spaces, is undermined by the requirement to 
disclose directions.

To preserve the freedom to express our collective rights of 
expression and dissent, we must not give into threats from 
the economic and political elites.

Together we must disobey these repressive 
measures while there is still time!
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Montreal municipal by-law P-6 expressly 
prohibits any public gathering whose parade route 
has not been shared in advance and approved 
by local authorities. Bill C-309 imposes severe 
punishment for anyone who masks his or her 
face in a demonstration that has been declared 
illegal. On their own, each constitutes a serious 
violation of our democratic rights of association 
and expression. Together they combine to target 
any member of society that disagrees with the 
status quo. 
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HALLOWEEN MASQUERADE 
against the ban on demonstrations 

in Montreal and elsewhere
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WE MUST FIGHT BACK! WE MUST FIGHT BACK! 

Join us on November 2nd, 4pm, at the 
intersection of Prince Arthur and 

Bullion
Wear your best disguise and mask!
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